CLIENT SUCCESS STORY

THE OSWALD COMPANY
STEPS INTO THE FUTURE
How ProEst helped estimators transition from Excel to the cloud

Oswald Company uses a variety of Lean tools and
techniques to shorten project schedules, reduce
costs, eliminate waste and improve jobsite safety.
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TRANSITIONING FROM EXCEL
Br yan Riehle, Director of Preconstruction for Oswald, was well aware of the need for an improved
estimating solution. “ The lar gest problem with Excel was its lack of consistency, ” he said. O ver the
course of 6 months, Riehle and the estimating team evaluated seven estimating products that inte grated with their Pro core management solution, and from there, narrowed it down to two. Ultimately, ProEs t was chosen for its fle xibility and reasonable cos t . An in-house “sof t” implement ation
of ProEst followed toward the end of 2 0 1 7 and the first par t of 2 0 1 8 , at which point the company
transitioned away from Excel almos t entirely, using ProEst for the majority of their estimates. For
Riehle and his team, the impact was immediate—and game-changing. “ It was a comple tely different
way of se tting up projects, ” he said.

“ The integration of Procore and ProEst has helped
us eliminate a lot of the double, triple and quadruple entries of costs between platforms. ”
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A FOCUS ON END-USER NEEDS
Riehle was similarly impressed with the ProEst implement ation and training pro cess, which,
he said, was smooth and trouble-free. Multiple training sessions, conducted live at the company’s
offices, helped ensure that his estimators were fully aware of ProEst features and functions and felt
comfor t able with the platform as a whole. He also has high praise for the ProEs t technical team.
“ With any sof tware, there are going to be glitches or issues that arise, ” he said. “ ProEst Customer
Ser vice would give me a c all in less than 2 4 hours and say, this is what we’re experiencing , it’s in the
queue, or we fixed the problem. ”

“ With ProEst, we know that when we enter
a number or make a change, that the bottom
dollar will always be accurate. ”
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ACCELERATING PROJECT WORKFLOW
Most not able, says Riehle, is how much time is saved through ProEs t and ProCore inte gration.
“ It’s not an hour, it’s not two hours, it’s not a multi-day pro cess, ” he said. “ It’s literally within
seconds of sending dat a from ProEst to ProCore that they can s t ar t using that dat a in their
system. ” And because the platform is cloud-based, dat a is accessible to anyone, from anywhere,
so informed decisions can be made “on the fly” without unnecessar y bottlenecks or delays.
The bottom line for Riehle? The new-found confidence he has in the accuracy, efficiency, and compe titiveness of the company’s estimates. “ If you compare us now to where we were
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The Oswald Company credits their commitment to excellence
and attention to customer care for a 75% client retention rate.

ABOUT PROEST
ProEst provides advanced cons truction es timating capabilities for leading companies and
public sector clients in the United St ates, Canada and Australia. Our cloud-based platform
combines cos t estimating , digit al t akeoffs and bid day analysis in a single power ful solution—
a proven way to reduce costs, ensure accuracy and stre amline pre-construction workflow.

Visit www.proest.com to learn more.
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